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II. Data Discovery and Retrieval Workflow  

I. Motivation 

IV. Results 

It is the aim of this integrated prototype  to support the researcher during the simulation model verification / 
validation process. During this phase the simulation input and outputs are often not yet part of the Censam 
Cyber Infrastructure (CCI) but reside locally with the researcher. The prototype enables the scientist to query 
the CCI to retrieve correlated (spatial, temporal) datasets, for example from already uploaded sensor data. 
Based on the retrieved datasets and given simulation results the prototype will create a visual environment in 
which the researcher is able to analyze the results of the current simulation model. 
 

Figure 2. Data discovery and retrieval workflow  

Figure 7. Airflow simulation results 

The following figures show steps of the data discovery and retrieval workflow as well as result of the combined 
visualization environment. 

Work for the current prototype focused on the on the data discovery and retrieval workflow. The prototype 
showed that the CCI is able to support the researchers in their current work by allowing them to discover and 
retrieve stored data. In case of the urban meteorological research the discovered and retrieved data fields are 
combined with the local simulation results into a visual environment in order to help the researcher analyze 
their current simulation model. Currently the prototype uses a generic visualization component as the primary 
target of the current stage of work was the discovery and retrieval of data fields from the CCI. The prototype 
also proved a valuable tool in validating the web service interface of the CCI. 
 
Future work will focus on the integration of currently under development modules of the CCI such as the access 
control  module. Furthermore the current generic visualization tool will have to be replaced by a specialized tool 
that better suits  the needs of the researcher than the current generic visual environment which lacks in the 
area of comparative visualization possibilities. 

The data discovery and retrieval process starts with querying the simulation meta data for geospatial, temporal, 
and included data fields information. Once this information is retrieved it is used to initialize the data discovery 
process. First the CCI meta data is queried for matching data entities in the given geospatial and temporal 
intervals. Once the researcher selects the data entities he wants to use a consecutive query retrieves the meta 
data describing the chosen entities. The retrieved meta data description of the stored data is used to present 
the researcher with a detailed selection dialog allowing him to specify the data fields from the CCI federated 
data storage he wants to include into the visualization. Once the selection is made and the data fields have 
been queried from the federated CCI data storage the system preprocesses the retrieved datasets to prepare 
them for the following visualization component.  A similar process is available on the simulation side as well. 
Given the meta data retrieved from the simulation the system allows the researcher to select a subset of 
available data fields interesting to him. These data fields are than extracted from the simulation datasets and 
preprocessed in order to prepare them for the visualization component. 
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III. CCI ↔ Visualization Prototype Interface 

Figure 3. CCI ↔ Visualization Interface 
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Figure 1. Simulation model validation workflow 

The visualization prototype utilizes the web service interface provided by the Censam Cyber Infrastructure to 
discover potential datasets through consecutive metadata queries. Once the concrete datasets have been 
identified and selected the  actual data fields are retrieved through the same web service mechanism from the 
CCI federated data storage.   

Figure 6.  
(a) Combined Simulation / Sensor Data  

(b) Simulation environment model 

Figure 4. CCI data discovery 

Figure 5.  
Simulation data selection 


